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Abstract: A variety of perspectives on systems engineering assign differing contributions

to the role of human performance in responding to complex events. Beginning with an
overview of systems engineering approaches, this presentation provides a discussion of
the functions of expertise, information flow, and task dynamics affecting human
performance in time critical, high-consequence environments. Coordination of
knowledge and resources in settings such as spaceflight operations and healthcare
delivery represents a human-focused approach to real-time situation awareness,
sensemaking, and system effectiveness. Past and current research in the author's lab has
elaborated quantitative measures of both event dynamics and expertise-driven capabilities
for task response in mission control, pandemic response, and oncology treatment
contexts. Our work has also explored how multiple dimensions of expertise can be used
to model non-rational aspects of team performance and task coordination. These insights
help forge a methodological integration of human factors and simulation tools to perform
system architecture analyses of alternatives and event-based function allocations. The
presentation also outlines a roadmap for additional aspects of quantifying real-world
elements of knowledge sharing and task achievement among human experts; this
roadmap highlights opportunities to rethink critical IE areas of information engineering,
human decision making and performance, and systems of systems engineering.
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